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Introduction

"Together we can make a difference. The way l see it, in the future [other
people may] have this problem. The government cuts will affect us, like
a large percentage ofpeople. I think people must involve [themselves]
now to know what they must do to avoid bad things in the future.
I think all ofus have something to say in any situation. We must be
together.”
Vera, Hackney Housing Group (HHG)

Why this pamphlet?

In the wake of government announcements that an ‘army'of
community organisers would be trained up to deliver the Big
Society, the London Coalition Against Poverty (LCAPI) brought
together several independent and grassroots groups to talk about
what community organising meant to them. One person at the
discussion summed up our concerns when he said government-

Haokoox Houflirio By sharing the experiences and expertise of LCAP members and the
Starting a Group Gmip demfinstme other groups that took part in the discussion we hope to exploreoutside the Hackney
|"¢|‘-'5“/9 and effe¢tlV@ m@etl"95 Service Centre what makes independent groups different.
Supporting each other @ Pete Madaine

17 Taking Action Read the original discussion at:

Sharing out the work
Branching Out

A inside cover opposite and respect [see page 6 for LCAP's principles].
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What is different about LCAP?

I-CAP IPAG f r i LCAP grou ps are run by their mem bers collectively. They use
London Coalition AgainstPoveFty 1. pressure and direct support to solve each other’s problems. They
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The groups have face-to-face meetings in which decisions are made
collectively; people discuss their issues and find solutions.

“One ofour strengths is that we really are focused on finding out
what our rights are together. It is a different relationship. We are not
caseworkers and clients.”
Lani, IPAG

The majority of LCAP’s membership consists of people who joined
at first because of a personal housing or benefits problem, which
the groups are often successful in solving. As the current coalition
government strips away our rights to benefits, housing and legal aid
and many more aspects of the welfare state are eroded, mutual help
groups will become more and more necessary.

Using this pamphlet

In the pages that follow, we haven't tried to create a handbook
because we don't think there is a blueprint for successful organising.
Instead it"s about finding what works for you where you are. Perhaps
you are reading this because you want to change injustices that
affect you and your community. If so, we hope you'll find points
of learning and inspiration here, and that you'll be in touch as you
build your own stories and successes.

More information will be available on yvyyyv,l_cap_._o_|;g,u_lg
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Our attitude to organising
"I think the way we treat each other is good, because we don't have a
leader. Everybody has the same position. We are free to say what we
think. I think it is more effective this way.”
Vera, HHG

We hope that sharing stories of how LCAP groups have worked
is the best way of showing what our ethos and approach mean
in practice. LCAP's principles (see below) provide a collective
statement of how we work. Other things we think important are
that the people most affected by issues are involved in efforts to
find solutions. This means we work from the bottom up, not the top
down, and that we work hard for everyone in LCAP to have an equal
voice It is important to be flexible and allow the organisation to
change as the members decide together it needs to.



LCAP Principles
Every group in London Coalition Against Poverty agrees with these
principles, which were written and agreed collectively.

Solidarity: LCAP is a coalition of mutual support groups that
organize to defend and extend our rights to decent housing, wages
and benefits.

Equal voice: LCAP groups are open and democratic. We do not
separate ourselves into ‘caseworkers’ and ‘clients’ or ‘leaders’ and
’followersi Everyone involved has an equal say in what we do and
how we do it.

Group Support: We make change by supporting each other and
sticking together. We challenge oppressive behaviour including
bullying or discrimination, based on race, religion, education and
others, or harassment of any kind towards any of our members.

Social change: LCAP is part of an international people's movement
that is pro-actively working to abolish poverty and improve the
quality of our lives.

Independence: LCAP is an independent coalition. We are not a
political party, charity, or religious group.

Members’ Contribution: LCAP groups succeed because of
members’ contributions and our willingness to offer mutual aid.
Each member decides on our own input according to our own time
and ability.

Education: We believe education is important for our groups’
development to understand the ever changing political landscape.

Fun Fun Fun: We organise events and evenings to get together and
enjoy socializing.

Above: One of LCAP’s
first public actions
called for conditions
in a Hackney hostel to
improve

1.
Gatekeeping means

the practice common
to local authorities,

especially in London,
of turning homeless

applicants away
without giving them

the assessment they are
entitled to by law.

A BriefHistory ofLCAP

In March 2007, inspired by the Canadian direct action organisation,
Ontario Coalition Against Poverty LCAP was formed to challenge
the disrespect experienced by people trying to access housing
and benefits. LCAP’s first focus was the ’gatekeeping" of homeless
people by councils. Clear and concise information was given to
people who were being turned away without help by the housing
office. Shortly after starting to hand out leaflets LCAP began to
support people to make homeless applications by organising
groups of people to go to the housing office together to support
the person’s case and not take no for an answer. LCAP found that
this worked, not always, but often.

Many people that were helped by this did not stay involved but
some did and about a year later groups began to form around
common issues. Hostel residents in Stoke Newington began to
meet twice a month in an adventure playground and later formed
Hackney Housing Group, Hackney Unemployed Workers Group
(now Welfare Action Hackney) started to tackle the issues faced
by people on benefits, lslington Poverty Action Group formed in
lslington, and Kilburn Unemployed Workers Group affiliated to LCAP.
Some LCAP members helped to get Boycott Workfare going, which
rapidly grew into a national campaign network.

As the groups grew, we reflected on what mutual support meant.
Rather than trying to support everyone with a benefits or housing
problem, we agreed to support people who joined the groups. This
means that people receiving help helped others in turn. Things
began to change; more group members became committed to
running the groups, more people took responsibility. People who
joined in the throes of a housing or benefit crisis found solutions
and then started to help others with the same problems.



iiignt: Many members
found out about
our groups through
leafleting and stalls
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and housing offices

Starting a Group

The first and most important thing you will need if you want to start
a mutual help group is people. Haringey Housing Action Group
describes how they spread the word about their group below:

"We leaflet outside the local customer service centre orJob Centre with
a simple leaflet saying when we meet. We getpeople through that who
have got housing problems, either from private landlords, orpeople
housed by the council, or other problems, like not being able to bid for
housing. We've had a few keypeople who've got involved and they've
spread the word to friends of theirs and they leave leaflets at childrens
centres where they take their kids and leave leaflets at schools. We get
more people that way than people coming from leaflets at the housing
office.”
Jane, Haringey Housing Action Group

"[Welfare Action Hackney] came together as a group. .. as a result of
bad treatment received by many people at the Job Centre in Hackney.”
Harry, Welfare Action Hackney (WAH)

Right: Haringey
Housing campaigners
demand better
treatment tor private
tenants in autumn 2012
© Pat Philips

Lola from Welfare Action Hackney remembers how she joined:
"l got involved with LCAP one sunny afternoon, coming out of the
Job Centre, feeling a little bit confused. I looked around and saw
someone standing there with a board and leaflets. She was smiling;
she said "Ifyou have any issues about the Job Centre, do you have
anything to say? We're going on a demo to Downing Street and
we're going to take people's messages.” Well, that was wonderful
because I had loads to say, so I wrote down and filled up two pages
of the board! I left my email and as a result of that I got contacted
with all the information.”

The good thing about forming a group around a specific issue is
that you can train yourselves in the relevant law, build connections
with lawyers and other sources of help and really make an impact as
you campaign for your members. It is important to remain flexible.
Hackney Housing Group started off as a hostel residents’ meeting
but over time as people discussed the issues they faced, the group
decided to broaden its scope to include all housing issues. This
decision was key to the group's success and ability to grow and was
made because the members were in control of the group and its
direction.



Inclusive and effective meetings

The group meetings are where decisions are made, members can
ask for support and where the activities of the group are organised.
Here are some tips, in limerick form, for how to run a successful
meeting:

When organising a meeting,
Begin with a welcoming greeting,

Go round introductions;
Don't brook interruptions;

Take minutes - decisions are fleeting.

It's useful to explain the ethos and activities of your group at the
beginning if there are any new people or if the people there haven't
heard this before. When you are helping each other with personal
problems people are likely to assume the group is a service like the
Citizens Advice Bureaux so it's important to explain that the group
needs everyone’s active involvement.

Vera explains how Hackney Housing Group meetings work:
”We meet each other every two weeks. The kind of thing we do is we
make [an] agenda, we find which issues or questions we should discuss.
Ifany member has any problem, [we decide what] kind of thing we can
do to support [and if] its important to do some kind ofdemands or
demonstration in Hackneys housing office.”

In Hackney Housing Group meetings, every member of the group
has a turn to speak about their issue with the rest of the group. This
structure helps people be supported within the meeting.Talking
about the issues in the group also means that the whole group can
clearly see what issues are held in common by its members.

”lt’s about quality oflife. LCAP may have the answer for someone elses
situation and that can happenjust by conversation. It can happen
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Above: Ensuring
events are child friendly
means that parents are
able to attend and kids
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to you. It can make life much easier. You might be on your own,
scratching your head, trying to solve this problem, but it can just be by
sharing with someone else in the meeting thatyou're able to find out
the answer to your question and therefore become a happierperson.
And once you're a happier person, you can impart that happiness to
someone else. When you're happy, your children become happy and it
willjust make communication and life a bit easier to get through. By
helping people, you're helping yourselfbecause you feel empowered
andyou feel thatyou're doing something.”
Lola, WAH

To help the meeting achieve its aims a facilitator or chair is useful
to make sure everybody who wants to say something gets to, try
to stop things from drifting off and to summarise and clarify points
that need deciding. As with other group roles, it is preferable to
rotate the facilitator both to develop skills and maintain equality.
Keeping meetings as short as possible or taking breaks is a good
idea, as is starting on time so that people don't start arriving late.

Try to ensure your meetings are open and friendly. Welcome new
people, ask them to introduce themselves and make sure they have
time to speak if they want to.

”l think when people come to our meetings for the first time they really
become the star ofthat day. l think it is very important that they are
embraced and made to feel completely comfortable andpart of the
group, encouraged ofcourse to come back and take a part in the group.
We listen to them, we listen to what they are doing, we make sure
nobody is interrupting and we do what we are supposed to be doing:
show interest, show support and encourage them to open up. lsuppose
we smile a lot and look friendly, which always helps doesn't it? Maybe
even crack ajoke or two in spite ofeverything.”
Harry, WAH

Think about how you let people know about the meeting, and
make sure it reaches the people you need it to. It might be a

 



good idea to send a text message instead of an email before the
meeting, especially if your members tend to use phones more than
computers or speak other languages than English.

Remember that the way you organise the meeting will determine
who is involved. ls the meeting at the right time of day or day of the
week? For instance, Hackney Housing Group meets on a Saturday
because many members work or study, while other groups whose
members are unemployed often meet on weekdays.

In the early days of Hackney Housing Group childcare was organised
for each meeting, which helped encourage parents to attend. The
first meeting venue was an adventure playground close to many of
the hostels, which was great for the children. If the meeting had not
been in a child friendly place or at a time when people could bring
children many members would not have been able to attend.

Another crucial issue for Hackney Housing Group is translation:

"Sometimes many ofus we don't speak English very well, and then
sometimes we can translate because we have many nationalities:
Portuguese, Spanish, Brazilian, any kind.”
Vera, HHG

When the group was starting, a big effort was made to provide
interpretation in the languages members needed at that time —
sometimes as many as four languages at once. If that effort had not
been made, it is unlikely the group would have grown to the size it is
today, as most of the members require some kind of interpretation.
Many members have since studied English and now help interpret
for newer members.

l Above: Haringey
Housing Action Group
sucessfully demand
housing for a member
© Pat Philips
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Supporting each other
One of the most valued aspects of LCAP groups is the support that
members offer each other.

"I've always been the one to help people; I've never really had anyone
to support me. Sometimes people have the misconception that ifyou're
educated and born in this country, you know what to do. But there are
times when youjust do need the support ofpeople, and LCAP was that
for me, that support system, somewhere to share.”
Lola, WAH

The support LCAP groups give to members is mutual and it is not a
service.

"I feel free to help others or give my contribution, because it is this group
that helped me. LCAP made me happy, and l want to make others
happy as well ifI can."
Vera, HHG

People find relief from knowing they are not alone and are able to
discuss their situations with others.

-11¢- 
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Empowering Q identifying options and choices; Dis-empowering
‘ facilitating problem solving; building analytic skills by °"‘Re5c"i“9'

weighing consequences of decisions;
Q showing respect;
Q promoting equality & anti-oppression principles;
C building self—esteem.

           caring     » B     
     
Focused & Structured C clear boundaries and time-frames; Open Endedl\Nithout Q

\ being honest about what support you can offer and B°""da"ie5
what you can't:

C being reliable

’flust being able to talk to otherpeople who have experienced homelessness ll‘
or who have experienced living in temporary accommodation can be
a really nice thing. Everyone says that one ofthe reasons they come to
meetings is thatpeople listen, because they're able to talk about their
problems andmeetpeople who have experienced the same thing. And
because they're in a supportive environment where people in the group will
help them to take whateveraction they're comfortable with."
Izzy, H HG

There are many things to think about before you begin to support

 

U making decisions for someone;
\ coming up with answers for someone;
C using quick-fix or’sticking plaster’ solutions;
Q assuming that you are better than the person you

are assisting;
C creating dependency.

    
 0   

  

being available at all times;
\ telling someone you will make everything better;
Q not following through;
\ not meeting deadlines.

other people. LCAP may be able to provide some training in
advocacy and give advice on how to get started.The table above
is a starting point for thinking about support.In mutual support
meetings normally one or two people volunteer to help the
member with whatever task it is that needs doing, be it making a
soIicitor’s appointment, writing a letter, or sending a text message
to group members to ask them to come to the housing office or Job
Centre. Although with complicated problems some members may
be supporting another for some time, updates should still be given
and discussed in the main meeting to keep the group informed,



nighr: Young
participant of Hackney
Housing Groups fasting
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enthusiasm for better
housing conditions

and make sure that everyone involved is happy with how it is going
The best way to safeguard each other is probably to ensure that no
one does any activity alone. Working together is also the best way
to share skills and information. More experienced members tend
to take more responsibility and to support newer members as they
start to support others.

Offering mutual support and asking people to participate in the
group while still helping them to solve their problems is tricky.

As Harry from Welfare Action Hackney says:
"It's a balancing act really. We have to try and offer advice in the
meeting as to what they should do and where they can go and at
the same time inform them that we work as a group, mutually. We
give them information that is useful for them, but not trail after them
through the city to solve it, going to unemployment offices, housing
offices, lawyers and on and on and on. What we would do is the person
would come back to the group the following week and we would offer Hackney ,ha;|e,.,g€5
more advice and we would kind ofdo it that way. The person would Problems With private

welfare to work
providers as well as atfind that if they were taking a part in the group then they would get

more help," the lob Centre

1
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TakingAction

“If we have more people we can make a greater result. We can push
Hackney Housing to try and improve social housing forpeople in
Hackney. Ifwe are more, we can show them. In Portuguese we say ‘In
group, we can make a difference. If the group is bigger, we can make a
bigger difference.”'
Vera, HHG

After several years of campaigning LCAP is able to achieve good
results. In Hackney, for instance, both the council's housing office
and the Job Centre recognise LCAP’s name and pay attention to
their complaints.

As Lola from Welfare Action Hackney remembers:
"When Ijoined LCAP I had a situation: I hadn't signed on before so I didn't
know what was involved. For me, the success was the support I was given
from LCAP to enable me to go to the Job Centre andget the money that
was owed to me. Further down the line lgotsanctioned, and I got real



Right Visual themes
can help get media
attention

support from LCAP in terms ofphone calls, writing emails andgoing
down there, and because ofthat. even though in normal cases what the
Job Centre says happens, in this case it was overturned andl feel its the
pressure that LCAPputon my case caused that to happen."

LCAP groups use many different tactics to support their members,
as Izzy says:
“When someone comes to the group it is their decision what action
they take and they're supported in the way that they want to act. So
for example, ifsomeone is comfortable with taking direct action, they
might march down to the housing office and get theirproblem resolved
quickly. If that isn't the best way ofdealing with their situation or if that
person isn't comfortable with that, being part of the housing group is
still really important because they might learn from someone else not
to use a certain solicitor because they're not very good, and might get
another recommendation.”

Vera explains how Hackney Housing Group takes action for its
members:
”Beforehand, we study the person’; situation to try to see the
possibilities and the kind of things we should do. We organise a small

meeting, to see what kind of thing we could do, what kind ofquestions
we should ask. We organise a certain amount ofpeople and we go
into the housing office. It is difficult, even though they know us now.
When we go there, they try to evict us; they say "No we don't have any
managers available to speak to you” But we already know what we
should do when they say this. We say ”Without seeing a manager.
we're not going to leave this place” We get a lot ofprogress in these
situations. When we are not satisfied about our colleague, or our
members situation, when we want a decision or some explanation
about what is going on with a case, we will go to the housing office.
Sometimes they give us the right explanation. They take too long
to work on cases, so we make them work hard and give us an early
decision as well. It doesn't work all the time, but in many cases it works.”

As Vera says, although public action has an ’80% success’ rate it
doesn't always work. Zana remembersjoining Hackney Housing
Group when she was homeless and heavily pregnant. The Advisory
Service for Squatters found her a squatted place to live, and then
she found out about LCAP and joined Hackney Housing Group.
Despite initial scepticism she thought ”There’s nothing to lose, lets
attend the meetings and see what happens’i' Then, once she joined
the group:

"We took public action going to Waltham Forest Council, staying there
till the late evening. But it wasn't successful and they called the police
and there were two vans ofpolice waiting outside. lhad a baby with
me. She was at the time four days old and theyjust wanted me to go
out from the building into the cold and pouring rain, so it was really
unbelievable that these people could do that to a baby and a family,
just throw them outside in such conditions. But what happened,
happened. The public action at thatpoint didn't work out because they
were really cold-facedjust standing there and refusing me any housing
at all.”

Despite the public action not working, Zana did eventually get
housed and stayed involved with the group. She says:



"Afterwards, I realised I'm not the only one. Its happening almost every
dayl would say. At first I was thinking “Why’s it happening to me?” but
after a while I realised its happening quite a lot nationwide. I know that
I'm not alone but I'm trying to support those people. Maybe in my mind
mostly! But if I have a chance, if there is any trouble for the others, I will
try to be supportive as much as possible.”

Action for wider demands can help with supporting individuals as
well, as Anne-Marie from Welfare Action Hackney explains:
"After our group had been meeting for a while, we realised that there
were manyproblems which we wanted to challenge. Over several
weeks, we put together a list ofdemands including treating people with
respect, providing access to toilets, no more sanctions, and benefits you
can live on rather than just survive.

"Then we got in touch with everyone we had spoken to outside the Job
Centre and invited them to come and present the demands with us.
About 30 ofus marched into the Job Centre and demanded to speak to
the manager. We were there nearly an hour; speaking to people who
had come to sign on or make a phone call, and attempting to get the
manager to come and hear what we had to say.

”The police were called and the manager refused to see us. Our meeting
decided that we would shout the demands out together and leave on
mass. We walked together to an open space and took turns to say what
wet! learnt and what we thought we should do next.

"On the face of it, it seemed like we hadn't made any headway but
the following week someone came to our meeting who had been
sanctioned for no reason. Just two ofus went with her to the Job Centre,
and she got a meeting with the manager and an interpreter within a
couple ofhours.”

Right: We think we
should enjoy the
way we take action:
this is the kids tent
at Hackney Housing
Group's protest fasting
day for better housing
conditions in 2910.

When you start being successful you may find you get the chance
to contact managers directly without having to take action first.

This is a sign of success but also something to think about, as Anne-
Marie says:
"We were invited for a meeting with all the Job Centre managers in the
area to ask us to bring ourproblems to them rather than take action!
This had its benefits - it was a lot easier to help someone sort out their
situation when you have a direct line to the manager. But it also had
drawbacks because it was less clear when we should take direct action
and newer members of the group did not experience the collective
action which gave us this power.”

From LCAP’s experience we would encourage other groups to
try using public action to challenge decisions and take action
to support their members, but to be aware that there are
no guarantees that any tactic will work. The group needs to
understand this and prepare for it as best they can. Keep trying and
encouraging each other and you are likely to succeed in the end.



Sharing out the work

A common complaint in voluntary organisations is that most of the
work gets done by only one or two people. "One way to get around
that within a group is to rotate roles in some way. to have meetings
where you don't have fixed roles but the group decides on who is doing
what within the meeting. Decisions are made, not necessarily by voting
because there are no guarantees that most people will be right, but by
some kind ofconsensus so that everyone’s views are heard and listened
to. And go-rounds obviously are one means ofdoing that.” David, IPAG

It is often a lack of confidence or experience with certain activities
that holds people back from volunteering.

"I know a long time ago when I was a shop steward and I was trying
to getpeople to go to branch meetings what people said was "Well,
we don't actually like walking in the room by ourselves because we
don't know ifwe are going to know anyone‘? So we used to arrange
beforehand and all go together. Anything you can do that makes
people more comfortable is really important.”
Linda, Disabled People Against Cuts

LCAP organises training events, which encourage their members
to take on new roles. Past trainings have covered, amongst other
topics, advocacy, different aspects of welfare and housing rights,
media training and meeting facilitation. "While we're supporting
LCAR at the same time we're getting developed in other ways, for me
particularly in terms ofmedia. One ofthe things I've done is speak at
a womens conference, I was at a high table looking down thinking
‘Whoa’ but after a few shakes and a deep breath I managed to do it.
I've also been asked to do a radio interview. In fact during one ofthe
demonstrations, I was pulled by a camera man to give a small talk
about why I was there. It's boosting my confidence to articulate my
feelings. It's been really good.” Lola, WAH

Above: Members often
gain new skills -~ like
public speaking or
working with the media
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People enjoy their involvement in LCAP because they become more
connected with other people in their community:
"I make friends in this organisation; Iimprove my English as well. It
looks like a family; you can't separate with your family.”
Vera, HHG

LCAP creates a community feeling by holding events to socialise
andrabefunds

"Even ts we organise could be anything basically. It could bejumble
sales, an event that we organised to fund our group. The group is
independent, so we need to keep up somehow. There are events like
historic projects, some volunteers are looking forpeople and taking
interviews and recording about their lives, how their lives changed,
history about Hackney housing. Recently we are organising events lIl(€
a culturalparty.”
Zana, HHG



Above Boycott
Workfare has become
a UK wide campaign
which has forced
many companies and
charities to withdraw
from forced work
schemes
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Branching Out i

Apart from the work carried out within your group, how do you work
with others to make change on a larger scale? Again we have no quick
solutions, but below are a few examples from our experience.

When London Coalition Against Poverty
finally became a coalition!
London is a big place, so we'd always intended to be a coalition
of locally-rooted groups. It took a few years, but the coalition now
includes Hackney Housing Group which meets with Welfare Action
Hackney; lslington Poverty Action Group; Kilburn Unemployed
Workers Group; as well as the Boycott Workfare campaign. Local group
discussions and meetings of the coalition spent some time developing
our principles to reflect what we have in common and think is
important (see page >o<x). The way the groups work varies, but we all
come together every three months to share our stories, and make any
importantjoint decisions. We've found that most people are more
interested in talking to others and sharing ideas than in the formal
meetings, so we try to have regular socials and fundraisers. If a new
group wants to join the coalition, they come to one of our quarterly
meetings to introduce themselves and a decision is made there.

A campaign born from the experience in
our welfare mutual support groups

In 2010, few people not on the New Deal were even aware that
unemployed people were regularly being forced to work without
pay in high street stores like Tesco and Primark, as well as for
charities and in the public sector. LCAP members helped bring
people from other groups together to start a campaign, which
eighteen months later had succeeded in branding the schemes
"workfare"; led to multiple companies and charities pulling out,
and put workfare on the agenda for those tackling austerity. The
campaign doesn't offer personal support to people facing workfare
but may never have started without LCAP groups identifying what
issues were faced by unemployed people through the mutual
support groups.

Find out more about how the campaign organises:
wmrsboxcottwotlsfaterorg

Qrganising nationally using social media

"A lot ofdisabled people are isolated and confined because they haven't
got the right support to get out from their homes, so we very much
use social networking. Ifwe want to know whatpeople think about
something we message all our Facebook members and put something
on our website and they all send back message; then we sort ofwork
from those responses we get.”
Linda, Disabled People Against Cuts

Nothing about us without us

A future shaped without us will be one that excludes us. As we build
links with other groups, we need to make sure that our members’
voices are still heard.

"It is really important for us that we organise as disabled people
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because historically disabled people have been viewed as dependent,
charitable cases. The government and councils tend to ignore disabled
people and their views and speak to the charities who speak for us, who
are not always saying what we would want them to say.”
Linda, Disabled People Against Cuts

"For black minority women autonomy is not separation actually.
Autonomy is a space you need because you are invisibilised by
everyone else andyou need that space because that helps you to come
together and to articulate whatyour needs are. For us it also means
placing ourselves in widerprogressive movements. But autonomy is as
necessary as it ever was because I think that otherwise certain voices
just completely get drowned out.”
Pragna, Southall Black Sisters

"Because Boycott Workfare grew out ofLCAP mutual support groups,
we have always found it crucial that people affected by workfare are
involved and help shape the direction of the campaign. We're also really
open to including new people so our campaign can grow.”
Anne Marie, Boycott Workfare

Who should we work with?

This question will almost certainly be one your group will encounter.
Other groups’ priorities are not always the same as ours, so this will
be something you will probably need to navigate in order to work
together. Again, there are no hard and fast rules, but here are a few
useful reflections.

"I don'tparticularly want to be controlled in a Stalinist, top down way
but at the same time people that are more hierarchical probably don't
want to organise in the wayl want to either. I think we have to be
understanding ofeach other and try to respectpeople who organise in
different ways which may be more or less liberatory. I am very keen on
trying to keep this a broad movement where we compromise with each
other. Ifyou look at the [successful campaign to stop the privatisation

Right: Disabled
People Against Cuts
are organising against
Atos, the private
company responsible
for throwing thousands
of people ofi sickness
benefits
© Pete Riches

of the] forests there were a lot ofpeople who cooperated with us who
have really different politics, so I don't think we want to cut offour nose
to spite our face."
Jim, Oxford Save our Services

Above, Jim argues for broad alliances and respect for different
forms of organising. Below, Pragna points out that it depends on
what you want to achieve:
"Talking about alliances in the abstract does not make sense, its got to
be thought of in terms ofwhat areyou doing, what are the objectives,
you've come in the alliance to fight what?An anti-cuts alliance is easier
in a way. Even ifyou think about the TUC march, there were all sorts,
everyone was on that march. That is a different kind ofalliance to one
where you are challenging something and the verypeople you are in
alliance with are undermining that very thing."
Pragna, Southall Black Sisters

We'd love to hear from you as you start to organise in your
community. LCAP members are often willing to offer workshops or
talks; you'd be welcome to visit our meetings to see what we do and
tell us what you are doing. Stay in touch!


